THE ORIGINAL BEAR MOUNTAIN CANOE & KAYAK PLANS
• VIDEO •

GOOD BOATS BEGIN WITH GOOD PLANS

The Art of Paddle Carving

The foundation of most successful boat building projects is a

A Bear Mountain /Orchard Production
'The Art of Paddle Carving' follows Ted Moores
through choosing a paddle pattern, shaping the
shaft and blade and final finishing. Lots of helpful
information on choosing a paddle style, selecting the
wood, shaping with hand tools, and final finishing.

Carving a canoe paddle is a pleasant low skill project that most people will have no problem completing. For the price of a hand made paddle, you could
buy a good piece of wood, a spoke shave and block
plane and carve your own. If you are thinking about
starting your first boat building project, a paddle is a
good way to acquire the basic hand tools, skills and
confidence to get started.
VHS - running time 30 min.
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THE ORIGINAL BEAR MOUNTAIN CANOE & KAYAK PLANS

PADDLE PLANS
by Steve Killing

Plans package includes full size paddle patterns shown in three views plus step-bystep instructions and useful tips to simplify shaping and finishing. An excellent aid
to getting your first paddle carving project off to a good start.

PROFESSIONAL PLANS
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good plan. Since it takes the same time and materials to build a poor
design as it does to build a good one, choose a plan you have confidence in that will serve your needs and suit your eye. Bear Mountain
has professionally drawn plans for both traditional and contemporary
models to fill most needs and paddling styles.
Our traditional designs are taken from historical craft that exhibit good characteristics and have stood the test of time. Designed for
work and play, they reflect some of the most desirable traditional
canoe shapes that will suit the eye of the traditionalist and respond to
classic paddling techniques. They range in size and purpose from the
ultra-light 13' Rob Roy solo canoe to the 17' Nomad, a serious tandem wilderness tripping canoe.
We are pleased to offer contemporary style canoes and kayaks
designed by Steve Killing, one of Canada's foremost yacht designers.
While Steve might be better known for his America's Cup sailboat
designs, he is also a dedicated paddler. His designs incorporate many
of the lessons he has learned about hull shape from paddling, sailing
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THE ORIGINAL BEAR MOUNTAIN CANOE & KAYAK PLANS
Building exquisite small craft using the Bear Mountain wood-

strip/epoxy method is a series of simple steps that will be familiar to
you or easy to learn. Our building method is ideal for the casual
builder with basic woodworking skills. If machined wooden components are purchased, a few common hand tools are all that is required
to build an exquisite woodstrip canoe or kayak.
Using Bear Mountain Plans and the step-by-step guidance from
either of our books, Canoecraft or KayakCraft, professional results
are possible even if this is your first boat. To build the hull, thin softwood planks are edge glued over a form constructed according to the
full size plan. After planking and sanding, the outside and inside of
the hull are covered with fibreglass cloth and epoxy resin. The hull is
then trimmed, varnished and the appropriate fittings are installed to
complete the boat.
The building technique is very simple and approachable as well
as strong and beautiful. While it may not be the fastest or cheapest
way to build a canoe or kayak, we think that the results can be the
most rewarding. There are a lot of steps but the steps are small and
because of this, mistakes are small and easily corrected.
Expect to spend 100 to 150 hours and invest $700 to $1400 on
materials to build a canoe or kayak that will be treasured for generations. Considering that a craft of this calibre could sell for around
$4,000., this is a good investment of both time and money if a good
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plan and quality materials are used. See Canoecraft and KayakCraft
for sources of materials or contact the Bear Mountain Boat Shop for
a quote on professional quality materials at a fair price.
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and rowing. He is also an artist, combining perfect balance of proportion with graceful, functional lines.
Steve makes extensive use of his computer design experience to
smooth, analyse and draw his plans, although he is quick to point out
that "computers don't design boats any more than a paint brush creates a
work of art - it is just a tool, albeit a fantastic one." Steve’s expertise has
also been used to refair and draw the traditional Bear Mountain plans
and provide technical data that was unavailable in the past.

Points to consider when choosing
a canoe or kayak plan
1. How the craft will be used and the environment it will be
paddled in.
2. Weight of paddler/s and anticipated gear to be carried.
3. Paddling experience of the paddlers.
4. Aesthetics - must look right to your eye.
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TED MOORES

Red Bird 17'6"

S PECIFICATIONS

Fast tripping canoe

• Length 17' 7.5"
• Maximum beam 33.5"
• Beam waterline 33.6"
• Beam gunnel 32.25"
• Bow height 21.25"
• Centre Depth 12"
• Draft 4"
• Displacement 370 lbs.
• Wetted surface 27.0 sq. ft.
• Weight to immerse 128 lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.496
• Weight 50 to 60 lbs.
• Keel-less or shoe keel

© The Bear Mountain Boat Shop 1993
Designed by Ted Moores 1981
Redrawn by Steve Killing, 1999
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This Bear Mountain design is an efficient wilderness canoe that has proven exceptionally seaworthy,
even in heavy seas around the Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the North Sea. Its keeless
shallow-arch hull with moderate rocker combines with a long waterline and fine entry to make it a fast
responsive boat. The bow and stern profile are reminiscent of the Long Nose Ojibwa Rice Harvesting canoe.
The sides have a moderate tumblehome for lateral strength and to allow outwales wide enough to turn aside
waves and spray.
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